
Words of Elizabeth FittzWilliam and Nels Ulfger 

 
Panther’s Torch   

1. By sunlight and fire, do the craftsfolk of this great land create fine works. Such skill 

brings abundant glory to the Barony of the Golden Blossom. One such precious person 

stands before us, ready to receive worthy recognition. We, Nels Ulfger, steadfast Baron, 

and Elizabeth FittzWilliam, most kind and noble Baroness of Blatha an Oir, do grant 

____________ A Panther’s Torch on this ___ day of __________, Anno Societatis __. 

 

Golden Blossom  

1. Let it be known throughout these fair lands, that _______, having provided great service 

to the Barony of Blatha an Oir, is well deserved of having their name entered into the 

Rolls of the Golden Blossom. Therefore, WE, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth FittzWilliam, 

Baron and Baroness of Blatha an Oir, by the Grace of the Sable Lion, set our hand in seal 

on this ___ day of _______ Anno Societatis __. 

2. Like the radiant daffodil heralding spring's arrival, ____________ has brought warmth 
and vitality to our barony through their service. With joy, we, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth 
FittzWilliam, Undoubted Baron and Baroness, bestow upon them the Golden Blossom, 
signifying their dedication to Blatha an Oir. Given on this ___ day of __________, Anno 
Societatis __. 

3. Upon the canvas of Blatha An Oir, a masterpiece of service, akin to the vibrant hues of 
the gilded daffodils of spring has been painted. With joy, we, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth 
FittzWilliam, Undoubted Baron and Baroness, award ____________ with the Golden 
Blossom, celebrating their enduring dedication. This ___ day of __________, Anno 
Societatis __. 

 

Briar 

1. Great Dedication warrants great reward. For one who has continuously toiled and 

labored long hours in the service of Blatha an Oir, this reward is all the more deserved 

May the people of our barony rejoice as ________ joins the Companionship of the Briar. 

We, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth FittzWilliam, Unquestioned Baron and Baroness set our 

hand and seal on this ___ day of ___ Anno Societatis ___. 

2. A blossom may be admired for its beauty, but the unseen thorns protect and serve it. 
Just so, (Recipient’s Name) has selflessly served our barony. We, Nels Ulfger and 
Elizabeth FittzWilliam, most noble Baron and Baroness, now adorn them with the 
Companionship of the Briar, recognizing their exceptional service. Bestowed this ___ 
day of __________, Anno Societatis __. 

3. As the sun rises and sets on this (blank) day of __________, Anno Societatis __, we, Nels 
Ulfger and Elizabeth FittzWilliam, noble Baron and Baroness, mark the continuing 



service and extend our heartfelt gratitude to ____________ for their unceasing gifts of 
time, talent and treasure to Blatha An Oir. It is with great honor that we extend to them 
the Companionship of the Briar, a symbol of our appreciation. 

 

Golden Bloom 

1. Just as the first rays of dawn announce the day, ____________, our youthful cup-bearer, 
illuminates our barony with their diligent service and exemplary character. Like a shining 
daffodil, they stand tall as an exemplar, representing the ideals of Blatha an Oir’s youth. 
We, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth FittzWilliam, Mighty Baron and Baroness, honor them 
with the Golden Bloom award, and Our gratitude, on this ___ day of __________, Anno 
Societatis __. 

2. The radiance of youth shines like a brilliant star in the night sky, lighting the way for 
their peers in the darkness. Just as the constellations guide travelers, their service and 
dedication steer the path of our youth. We, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth FittzWilliam, 
illustrious Baron and Baroness, honor ____________ contributions with the Golden 
Bloom. Awarded this ___ day of __________, Anno Societatis __. 

 

Golden Bud 

1. In the garden of our youth, ____________ is a precious seed, bursting with the potential 
for growth and service. Just as the tender bud holds the promise of beautiful blooms, 
their service is a symbol of inspiration to their peers. We, Nels Ulfger and Elizabeth 
FittzWilliam, Baron and Baroness, present the Golden Bud, acknowledging their budding 
potential for service to Our lands. Given on this ___ day of __________, Anno Societatis 
__. 

 

Champion 

We hereby award unto ______, the rights and responsibilities of the office of ______ of the 

Barony of Blatha an Oir, this ___ day of _____, Anno Societatis _. 

 

Registration Recognition 

We, the crown representatives for the lands of Blatha an Oir, do congratulate _____________ 

for the successful registration of their chosen (name/arms/badge). 


